VS1680 Digital Recording Studio + PC interface £150
I am selling a Roland VS1680 16 Track digital recording studio plus a dedicated
card, cable and software to connect with a PC
computer. The VirDIS card dramatically expands
the usefulness of the VS1680 recorder, ideal for
back ups and/or communicating with other
digital workstations. Both these items are in
perfect working order and surplus to my needs
now, hence I am bundling them for sale together
at a price of £150 ONO.
The VS-1680 Digital Studio is a 16-track, 24-bit audio recording,
editing, mixing and effects processing system in a compact tabletop workstation with amazing sound
quality and intuitive user interface. (comes with all Roland operating manuals)












16 tracks of hard disk audio recording; 256 Virtual tracks (16 tracks x 16 V-tracks) to freely record different ideas
and arrangements
24-bit MT Pro Recording Mode for massive headroom and dynamic range—a first in its class
Huge 320 x 240 dot graphic LCD provides simultaneous level meters, play list, EQ curves, EFX settings,
waveforms, and more
20-bit A/D, D/A converters for pristine sound
2 optional 24-bit stereo multi-effects processors (VS8F-2) provide up to 8 channels of independent effects
processing
New EZ Routing function allows users to create and save various recording, mixing, track bouncing and other
comprehensive mixer templates for instant recall
10 audio inputs: 2 balanced XLR-type inputs w/ phantom power, 6 balanced 1/4" inputs, and 1 stereo digital input
(optical/coaxial)
12 audio outputs: 8 RCA-type outputs (Master L/R, Aux.A L/R, Aux.B L/R, Monitor L/R), and 2 stereo digital outputs
(1 optical, 1 coaxial) plus Phones output
Dedicated LED buttons and an elegant user interface for simplified operation
Direct audio CD recording and data backup using built-in SCSI port and optional compatible CD-R drive
Note that this product is no longer in production. Similar capabilities can be found in the VS-1824CD 24-bit Digital
Studio Workstation.

VirDIS Roland – PC interface
(PC card, cable and software)
Get your music files straight onto your PC with VirDIS®!!!
Export/Import WAV files to/from your PC! VirDIS, from
Advanced Storage Concepts (ASC), emulates on a PC both a
SCSI Hard Disk and a SCSI CD-RW drive with an ASC Target
adapter card, a cable and software called VirDIS. When
running, VirDIS will show the selected drive type to your Digital
Audio Recorder/Workstation.
Currently available for Roland VS series and Korg Digital
Audio Workstations (Supported models are Roland 2480,
1880, 1680, 880(EX), Korg D-16, AKAI S5000. Supported
OS’s: Windows XP (Vista/Win7 to be added in 2011 via drive
upgrade).
Since VirDIS is 'file-based' it is immune to obsolence and will track any PC storage technology changes. It is also
FAST! Plus, it affords the flexibility of doing what you want with the 'device image' files - archive them, email them
or work with others in a collaborative way.
ASC website: http://www.virtualscsi.com/

Call Dave 07791 466201 (South Birmingham)

